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It is a wonder Marcello Mariani hasn’t taken his watch off long ago and smashed it 
gleefully into 100 pieces. 
The italian painter doesn’t like modern methods of time-telling, and a triangle, 
representing half and ancient hourglass, can be found in his recent canvases. 
“By breaking the hourglass it’s like breaking the tyranny of time. 
I want to look at real time, in bojects themselves, by looking at people’s faces,” he 
says. 
“The true time is: in looking at you and looking at me, I find I am older than you. 
Under sufferance I wear a watch.” 
Mariani has returned to Melbourne where he exhibited more then 20 years ago, 
bringing large canvases filled with the colors of the Italian sea and sky, and hues of 
antique stone buildings around his home in L’Aquila, in the Abruzzo region. 
Also on show in Brighton’s Brera Galleries are mixed-media portraits and mini 
frescos, done up to 30 years ago, and reminiscent of da Vinci and Michelangelo. 
Mariani, with work hanging in Rome’s National Gallery, has brought both old and 
new works. 
“I was a classical, figurative painter and I brought them to show where my artistic 
experience started and where it has ended up today.” 
Today’s works are abstracts montages made of fresh paint over centuries-old 
canvases he salvaged when frescos were torn off medieval biuldings. 
Mariani adds a fragment of authentic 16th-century manuscript here, pieces of wall 
interior there so his old enemy of time, ance dead, comes back to life. 
And the Mariani symbol, the half-hourglass, is placed among the shades of 
terracotta, aquamarine, pale rose and layers of obsolete fresco. 
“I’ve always been fascinated by this continent. I love the variety of colors in its 
various manifestations and geographical areas,” he says. 
And factes of Aboriginal art have found their way into Mariani’s work. 
Among the shades and textures of old Abruzzo are subtle reminders of Australia’s 
ancient artists. 
“The general feeling and concept and the color qualities of Aboriginal art are 
there, the reds, the yellows, the oranges, the pinks". 
“In particular, I found the light coming through the Aboriginal paintings to be very 
inspiring,” Mariani says.


